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Abstract: In this paper, we present a technique for developing user simulators which are able to interact and evaluate conversational agents. Our technique is based on a statistical model that is automatically learned from a dialog corpus. This model is used by the user simulator to provide the next answer taking into account the complete history of the interaction. The main objective of our proposal is not only to evaluate the conversational agent, but also to improve this agent by employing the simulated dialogs to learn a better dialog model. We have applied this technique to design and evaluate a conversational agent which provides academic information in a multi-agent system. The results of the evaluation show that the proposed user simulation methodology can be used not only to evaluate conversational agents but also to explore new enhanced dialog strategies, thereby allowing the conversational agent to reduce the time needed to complete the dialogs and automatically detect new valid paths to achieve each of the required objectives defined for the task.
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1. Introduction

The widespread use of new mobile technology implementing wireless communications enables a new type of advanced applications to access information on the Internet. Speech and natural language technologies allow users to communicate in a flexible and efficient manner, making possible to access these applications where traditional input interfaces cannot be used (e.g. in-car applications, access for disabled persons, etc). Also speech-based interfaces work seamlessly with small devices and allow users to easily invoke local applications or access remote information. For this reason, conversational agents [14,19,34,37,46] are becoming a strong alternative to traditional graphical interfaces which might not be appropriate for all users and/or applications. These agents can be defined as software application that accepts natural language as input and generates natural language as output, engaging in a conversation with the user. To successfully manage the interaction with the users, conversational agents usually carry out five main tasks: automatic speech recognition (ASR), natural language understanding (NLU), dialog management (DM), natural language generation (NLG) and text-to-speech synthesis (TTS).

There is a high variety of applications in which conversational agents can be used, one of the most widespread of which is information retrieval. Some sample applications are tourist and travel information [23], weather forecast over the phone [65], speech controlled telephone banking systems [38], conference help [7], etc. Spoken interaction can be the only way to access information in some cases, like for example when the screen is too small to display information (e.g. handheld devices) or when the eyes of the user are busy in other tasks (e.g. driving) [59]. It is also useful for remote control of devices and robots, specially in smart environments [39]. One of the most recent applications of these agents is for the development of e-learning and tutoring systems [8,33,58]. Finally, embodied conversational agents and companions [10,22] are currently one of the most demanding applications for fully natural and understandable dialogs.

One of the core aspects of developing conversational agents is to design flexible dialog management strategies. The dialog strategy defines the behavior of the conversational agent in response to user utterances and environmental states that, for example, can be based on observed or inferred events or beliefs. This is the fun-
damental task of dialog management [44], as the performance of the system depends to a great extent on the quality of this strategy. However, there is no clear definition of what constitutes a good strategy [64], and thus a great effort is employed to design them and find empirical evidence of their appropriateness. This design is usually carried out in industry by hand-crafting dialog strategies tightly coupled to the application domain in order to optimize the behavior of the conversational agent in that context. However, it is a very time-consuming process and has the disadvantage of lack of portability and adaptation to new contexts.

This has motivated the research community to find ways for automating dialog learning by using statistical models trained with real conversations. Statistical approaches can model the variability in user behaviors and allow exploring a wider range of strategies. Although the construction and parameterization of the model depends on expert knowledge of the task, the final objective is to develop conversational agents that have a more robust behavior, better portability, and are easier to adapt to different user profiles or tasks. As the success of statistical approaches to model the system depends on the quality of the data used to develop the statistical dialog model, considerable effort is necessary to acquire and label a corpus with the data necessary to train a good model. In order to mitigate this, user simulators appeared as an efficient means to generate dialogs between the system and a simulated user [53]. This way, the user simulator makes it possible to generate a large number of dialogs in a very simple way, therefore reducing the time and effort required for the evaluation of a conversational agent, as well as allowing to evaluate it in early development phases.

In this paper, we present a technique to develop a user agent simulator to automatically interact with a conversational agent and generate the dialogs required to learn an enhanced dialog models. Our user simulation technique is based on a classification process that takes into account the previous dialog history to select the next user answer. We have applied this technique to develop a conversational agent which provides academic information in Spanish. The results of the evaluation of the conversational agent show that the conversational agent reduces the time needed to fulfill the different tasks, thereby allowing the conversational agent to manage new dialog situations and generate better answers for the situations already present in an initial dialog model.

The remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews different approaches related to the simulation of multiagent systems. This section focuses on the description of statistical techniques for user simulation and conversational agents. Section 3 describes our proposal to develop a user simulator based on a statistical model that is learned from a dialog corpus. Section 4 presents a detailed explanation of how our proposal has been applied to develop a practical conversational agent that works as an academic assistant. Sections 5 and 6 respectively detail the process and criteria that we have employed to evaluate our proposal and discuss the evaluation results. Finally, our conclusions and future work are presented in Section 7.

2. Related work

This section describes the application of user simulation techniques in multiagent systems (MAS). Firstly, the main applications and proposals of these techniques within the framework of MAS are presented. Secondly, the section is focused on the application of user modeling techniques within the fields of language processing and conversational agents. A comparison between the most representative proposals within these fields and the main contributions of our proposed technique to develop a user simulator are then introduced.

The term computer simulation is defined in [5] as "the usage of a computational model to gain additional insight into a complex system's behavior (e.g. biological or social systems) by envisioning the implications of the modeling choices, but also to evaluate designs and plans without actually bringing them into existence in the real world". Agent-based simulation (ABS) is a relatively recent modeling technique widely used to model these complex systems with applications in many disciplines ranging from logistics optimization [60], biological systems [4], traffic conditions [3], pedestrian simulation [2], urban planning and simulation [42], social sciences [45] and economics [63]. Detailed studies on agent-based modeling and simulation can be found in [5,28,36].

Despite this extreme heterogeneity of simulated application domains, the different approaches often share the common viewpoint on the modeled system represented by an individual agent acting and interacting with other entities in a shared environment. Thus, the main elements in simulation models are agents with a possibly heterogeneous behavior, the environment that provides perceptions and enables their actions, and mechanisms of interaction among agents involving the exchange of information and the effects of the percep-
tions and corresponding actions decided by the different agents. ABS models address different issues, for instance, the system has still not fully completed, ethical reasons (e.g., the safety of humans would be involved), practical reasons (e.g., reduce the time and costs that are required to develop and evaluate the system), etc.

Considering the growing interest of simplifying the construction and evaluation of MAS, it is not surprising the number of software frameworks specifically aimed at supporting the design and implementation of agent-based simulation systems. This kind of frameworks often provides not only abstractions and mechanisms for the definition of agents and their environments, but also additional functionalities for the management of the simulation, its visualization, monitoring and the acquisition of data about the simulated dynamics. A first category of these platforms provides general purpose frameworks in which agents mainly represent passive abstractions interacting in an overall simulation process (e.g., NetLogo [61]). A second category of platforms are based on general purpose programming languages providing very similar support tools (e.g., Repast [43]). A third category of platforms represents an attempt to provide a higher level linguistic support, trying to reduce the distance between agent-based models and their implementations (e.g., SimSesam [30]).

2.1. User modeling and natural language processing

Research in techniques for user modeling has a long history within the fields of language processing and conversational agents. The main purpose of a simulated user in this field is to improve the usability of a conversational agent through the generation of corpora of interactions between the system and simulated users [41], reducing time and effort required for collecting large samples of interactions with real users. Moreover, each time changes are made to the system it is necessary to collect more data in order to evaluate the changes. Thus, the availability of large corpora acquired with a user simulator should contribute positively to the development of the system.

User simulators can be used to evaluate different aspects of a conversational agent, particularly at the earlier stages of development, or to determine the effects of changes to the system’s functionalities (e.g., evaluate confirmation strategies or introduce of errors or un-predicted answers in order to evaluate the capacity of the dialog manager to react to unexpected situations). A second usage, in which we are mainly interested in this contribution, is to support the automatic learning of optimal dialog strategies using statistical methodologies. Large amounts of data are required for a systematic exploration of the dialog state space and corpora acquired with simulated users are extremely valuable for this purpose.

Two main approaches can be distinguished to the creation of simulated users: rule based and data or corpus based. In a rule-based simulated user the researcher can create different rules that determine the behavior of the system [12,32,35]. This approach is particularly useful when the purpose of the research is to evaluate the effects of different dialog management strategies. In this way the researcher has complete control over the design of the evaluation study.

An alternative approach, often described as corpus-based or data-based, uses probabilistic methods to generate the user input, with the advantage that this uncertainty can better reflect the unexpected behaviors of users interacting with the system. Statistical models for modeling user behavior have been suggested as the solution to the lack of the data that is required for training and evaluating dialog strategies. Using this approach, the dialog manager can explore the space of possible dialog situations and learn new potentially better strategies. Methodologies based on learning user intentions have the purpose of optimizing dialog strategies. A summary of user simulation techniques for reinforcement learning of the dialog strategy can be found in [53].

The most extended methodology for machine-learning of dialog strategies consists of modeling human-computer interaction as an optimization problem using Markov Decision Process (MDP) and reinforcement methods [31]. The main drawback of this approach is the large state space of practical spoken dialog systems, whose representation is intractable if represented directly. Although Partially Observable MDPs (POMDPs) outperform MDP-based dialog strategies, they are limited to small-scale problems, since the state space would be huge and exact POMDP optimization is again intractable [62].

In [15,16], Eckert, Levin and Pieraccini introduced the use of statistical models to predict the next user action by means of a n-gram model. The proposed model has the advantage of being both statistical and task-independent. Its weak point consists of approximating the complete history of the dialog by a bigram model. In [31], the bigram model is modified by considering only a set of possible user answers following a given system action (the Levin model). Both models have the
drawback of considering that every user response depends only on the previous system turn. Therefore, the simulated user can change objectives continuously or repeat information previously provided.

In [54,55], Scheffler and Young propose a graph-based model. The arcs of the network symbolize actions, and each node represents user decisions (choice points). In-depth knowledge of the task and great manual effort are necessary for the specification of all possible dialog paths.

Pietquin, Beaufort and Dutoit combine characteristics of the Scheffler and Young model and Levin model. The main objective is to reduce the manual effort necessary for the construction of the networks [47]. A Bayesian network is suggested for user modeling. All model parameters are hand-selected.

Georgila, Henderson and Lemon propose the use of HMMs, defining a more detailed description of the states and considering an extended representation of the history of the dialog [21]. Dialog is described as a sequence of Information States [9]. Two different methodologies are described to select the next user action given a history of information states. The first method uses n-grams [15], but with values of $n$ from 2 to 5 to consider a longer history of the dialog. The best results are obtained with 4-grams. The second methodology is based on the use of a linear combination of 290 characteristics to calculate the probability of every action for a specific state.

Cuayáhuitl et al. present a method for dialog simulation based on HMMs in which both user and system behaviors are simulated [13]. Instead of training only a generic HMM model to simulate any type of dialog, the dialogs of an initial corpus are grouped according to the different objectives. A submodel is trained for each one of the objectives, and a bigram model is used to predict the sequence of objectives.

In [50], a new technique for user simulation based on explicit representations of the user goal and the user agenda is presented. The user agenda is a structure that contains the pending user dialog acts that are needed to elicit the information specified in the goal. This model formalizes human–machine dialogs at a semantic level as a sequence of states and dialog acts. An EM-based algorithm is used to estimate optimal parameter values iteratively. In [52], the agenda-based simulator is used to train a statistical POMDP-based dialog manager.

A data-driven user intention simulation method that integrates diverse user discourse knowledge (cooperative, corrective, and self-directing) is presented in [29]. User intention is modeled based on logistic regression and Markov logic framework. Human dialog knowledge is designed into two layers, domain and discourse knowledge, and integrated with the data-driven model in generation time. A methodology of user simulation applied to the evaluation and refinement of stochastic dialog systems is presented in [57]. The proposed user simulator incorporates several knowledge sources, combining statistical and heuristic information to enhance the dialog models by an automatic strategy learning. As it is described in the following section, our proposed user simulation technique is based on a classification process that considers the complete dialog history by incorporating several knowledge sources, combining statistical and heuristic information to enhance dialog models by an automatic strategy learning.

3. Our proposal to develop a user agent simulator

Our proposed architecture to provide context-aware services by means of conversational agents is described in [27]. It consists of five different types of agents that cooperate to provide an adapted service. User agents are configured into mobile devices or PDAs. Provider Agents supply the different services in the system and are bound to Conversational Agents that provide the specific services. A Facilitator Agent links the different positions to the providers and services defined in the system. A Positioning Agent communicates with the ARUBA positioning system to extract and transmit positioning information to other agents in the system [49]. Finally, a Log Analyzer Agent generates user profiles that are used by Conversational Agents to adapt their behavior taking into account the preferences detected in the users’ previous dialogs. Figure 1 shows the complete architecture designed for the overall MAS, in which a real user is replaced by the proposed user simulation technique.

The interaction between the different agents in the architecture is as follows. The ARUBA positioning system is used to extract information about the positions of the different agents in the system. This way, it is possible to know the positions of the different User Agents and thus extract information about the Conversational Agents that are available in the current location. The Positioning Agent reads the information about position provided by the ARUBA system and communicates this information to the User Agent. Once a User Agent is aware of its own location, it communicates this information to the Facilitator Agent in order to find out the different services available in that
location. The Facilitator Agent informs the User Agent about the services available in this position.

Once the User Agent has selected a specific service, it communicates its decision to the Facilitator Agent and queries it about the service providers that are available. The Facilitator Agent informs the User Agent about the identifier of the Conversational Agent that supplies the required service in the current location. Then, the User Agent asks the Conversational Agent for the required service and the conversational agent manages the dialog providing the specific service. Once the interaction with the Conversational Agent has finished, the Conversational Agent reads the contents of the log file for the dialog and sends this information to the Log Analyzer Agent. The Log Analyzer Agent stores this log file and generates a user profile to personalize future services. This profile is sent to the Conversational Agent at the beginning of each new interaction.

3.1. The user agent simulator

The user simulator that we present in this paper replaces the user agent in our proposed architecture. This agent simulates the user intention level, that is, the simulator provides concepts and attributes that represent the intention of the user utterance. Therefore, the user simulator carries out the functions of the ASR and NLU modules, i.e., it generates the semantic interpretation of the user utterance in the same format defined for the output of the NLU module.

The methodology that we have developed for user simulation extends our work for developing a statistical methodology for dialog management [26]. The user answers are generated taking into account the information provided by the simulator throughout the history of the dialog, the last system turn, and the objective(s) predefined for the dialog.

In order to control the interaction, our user simulator uses the representation the dialogs as a sequence of pairs \((A_i, U_i)\), where \(A_i\) is the output of the dialog system (the system answer) at time \(i\), expressed in terms of dialog acts; and \(U_i\) is the semantic representation of the user turn (the result of the understanding process of the user input) at time \(i\), also expressed in terms of dialog acts. This way, each dialog is represented by \((A_1, U_1), \ldots, (A_i, U_i), \ldots, (A_n, U_n)\), where \(A_1\) is the greeting turn of the system (the first turn of the dialog), and \(U_n\) is the last user turn. We refer to a pair \((A_i, U_i)\) as \(S_i\), the state of the dialog sequence at time \(i\).

In this framework, we consider that, at time \(i\), the objective of the user simulator is to find an appropriate user answer \(U_i\). This selection is a local process for each time \(i\) and takes into account the sequence of dialog states that precede time \(i\), the system answer at time \(i\), and the objective of the dialog \(O\).
probable user answer \( U_i \) is selected at each time \( i \), the selection is made using the maximization:

\[
\hat{U}_i = \arg \max_{U_i \in \mathcal{U}} P(U_i|S_1, \ldots, S_{i-1}, A_i, O).
\]

where set \( \mathcal{U} \) contains all the possible user answers.

As the number of possible sequences of states is very large, we establish a partition in this space (i.e., in the history of the dialog preceding time \( i \)). This data structure, that we call User Register (UR), contains the information provided by the user throughout the previous history of the dialog. After applying the above considerations and establishing the equivalence relations in the histories of the dialogs, the selection of the best \( \hat{U}_i \) is given by:

\[
\hat{U}_i = \arg \max_{U_i \in \mathcal{U}} P(U_i|UR_{i-1}, A_i, O).
\]

As in our previous work on dialog management [25], we propose the use of a multilayer perceptron (MLP) [6,48] to make the determination of the next user turn. The input layer receives the current situation of the dialog, which is represented by the term \( UR_{i-1}, A_i, O \) in the previous equation. The values of the output layer can be viewed as the a posteriori probability of selecting the different user answers defined for the simulator given the current situation of the dialog. The choice of the most probable user answer of this probability distribution leads to the previous equation. In this case, the user simulator will always generate the same response for the same situation of the dialog. Since we want to provide the user simulator with a richer variability of behaviors, we base our choice on the probability distribution supplied by the MLP on all the feasible user answers, not only selecting the most probable user response for each dialog situation.

For the conversational agent to determine the next response, we have assumed that the exact values provided by the user simulator are not significant. They are important for accessing the databases and for constructing the output sentences of the conversational agent. However, the only information necessary to determine the next action by this agent is the presence or absence of specific information. Therefore, the information we used from the UR is a codification of this data in terms of three values, \{0, 1, 2\}, for each field in the UR according to the following criteria:

- 0: The value of the specific position of the UR has not been provided by the user simulator.
- 1: The value of the specific position of the UR has been provided with a confidence score that is higher than a given threshold. Confidence scores are provided by the Understanding and ASR Error Simulator Agent, as it is explained in Section 3.2.
- 2: The value of the specific position of the UR has been provided with a confidence score that is lower than the given threshold.

3.2. The understanding and ASR error simulator agent

A real corpus includes information about the errors that were introduced by the ASR and the NLU modules during the acquisition. This information also includes confidence measures, which are used by the conversational agent to evaluate the reliability of the concepts and attributes generated by the NLU module. This way, an error simulator agent has been designed to perform error generation. This agent modifies the dialog acts generated by the user simulator once the UR is updated. In addition, the error simulator adds confidence scores to the semantic representation generated by the user simulator.

One of the main problems that must be considered during the interaction with a conversational agent is the propagation of errors through the different modules in the system. The recognition module must deal with the effects of spontaneous speech and with noisy environments; consequently, the sentence provided by this module could incorporate some errors. The understanding module could also add its own errors (which are mainly due to the lack of coverage of the semantic domain). Finally, the semantic representation provided to the dialog manager might also contain certain errors. Therefore, it is desirable to provide the dialog manager with information about what parts of the user utterance have been clearly recognized and understood and what parts have not.

In our proposal, the user simulator provides the conversational agent with the dialog act representation associated to the user input together with its confidence scores [20]. To do this, an error simulation agent has also been incorporated in the architecture described in [27] to include semantic errors in the generation of dialogs. This agent modifies the dialog acts provided by the user agent simulator once it has selected the information to be provided to the user. In addition, the error simulation agent adds a confidence score to each concept and attribute in the semantic representation generated for each user turn.
For the study presented in this paper, we have improved this agent using a model for introducing errors based on the method presented in [51]. The generation of confidence scores is carried out separately from the model employed for error generation. This model is represented as a communication channel by means of a generative probabilistic model \( P(c, a_u|\tilde{a}_u) \), where \( a_u \) is the true incoming user dialog act \( \tilde{a}_u \) is the recognized hypothesis, and \( c \) is the confidence score associated with this hypothesis.

The probability \( P(\tilde{a}_u|a_u) \) is obtained by Maximum-Likelihood using the initial labeled corpus acquired with real users and considers the recognized sequence of words \( w_u \) and the actual sequence uttered by the user \( \tilde{w}_u \). This probability is decomposed into a component that generates a word-level utterance from a given user dialog act, a model that simulates ASR confusions (learned from the reference transcriptions and the ASR outputs), and a component that models the semantic decoding process:

\[
P(\tilde{a}_u|a_u) = \sum_{\tilde{w}_u} P(a_u|\tilde{w}_u) \times \sum_{w_u} P(\tilde{w}_u|w_u)P(w_u|a_u),
\]

Confidence score generation is carried out by approximating \( P(c|\tilde{a}_u, a_u) \) assuming that there are two distributions for \( c \). These two distributions are hand-crafted, generating confidence scores for correct and incorrect hypotheses by sampling from the distributions found in the training data corresponding to our initial corpus:

\[
P(c|a_u, \tilde{a}_u) = \begin{cases} P_{\text{corr}}(c) & \text{if } \tilde{a}_u = a_u, \\ P_{\text{incorr}}(c) & \text{if } \tilde{a}_u \neq a_u. \end{cases}
\]

The dialog manager of the conversational agent considers that a dialog is not successful when one of the following conditions takes place: (i) the dialog exceeds a maximum number of system turns, usually higher than the average number of turns of the dialogs acquired with real users; (ii) the answer selected by the dialog manager corresponds to a query not made by the user simulator; (iii) the database query module generates an error because the user simulator has not provided the mandatory data needed to carry out the query; (iv) the answer generator generates an error when the selected answer involves the use of a data item not provided by the user simulator. A user request for closing the dialog is selected once the system has provided the information defined in its objective(s). The dialogs that fulfill this condition before the maximum number of turns are considered successful.

4. Design of an academic conversational agent

The design of our conversational agent is based on the requirements defined for the UAH dialog system [11], which was developed to provide spoken access to academic information about the Department of Languages and Computer Systems in the University of Granada. To successfully manage the interaction with the users, the conversational agent carry out six main tasks described in the Introduction section: automatic speech recognition, natural language understanding, dialog management, database access and storage, natural language generation, and text-to-speech synthesis.

The dialog manager for the conversational agent has been developed using a technique that combines the VoiceXML standard [56] with a statistical dialog manager [24]. VoiceXML files and grammars are simplified by generating a VoiceXML document for each specific system prompt, as can be observed in the left corner of Fig. 2. Each file contains a reference to a grammar that defines the valid user's inputs for the corresponding system prompt, as observed at the right corner of the figure. The conversational agent selects the next system prompt (i.e., VoiceXML file) by verifying the probabilities assigned by the statistical dialog manager to each system prompt given the current state of the dialog. The interaction of the user simulator with the conversational agent allows the modification of these probabilities each time a new successful dialog is simulated.

The information that the conversational agent provides has been classified into four groups: subjects, professors, doctoral studies and registration. The information that the agent provides for each of these categories is shown in Table 1. As can be observed, the system must ask the user for different pieces of information before producing a response. The way in which the user is queried for this information follows in most cases a system-directed initiative.

As in many other conversational agents, the semantic representation that we have chosen for the task is based on the concept of frame [40]. Frames are a way of representing semantic knowledge. A frame is a structure for representing a concept or situation. Each concept in a domain has usually associated a group of attributes (slots) and values [18]. In this semantic representation, one or more concepts represent the intention of the utterance, and a sequence of attribute-value
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<vxml xmlns="www.w3.org/2001/vxml"
xmlns:xsi="www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
xsi:schemaLocation="www.w3.org/2001/vxml
www.w3.org/TR/voicexml20/vxml.xsd"
version="2.0" application="app-UAH.vxml">
<form id="subject_form">
<field name="subject_name">
<grammar type="application/srgs+xml"
src="/grammars/subjects.grxml"/>
<prompt>Tell me the name of the subject.</prompt>
<filled>
<return namelist="subject_name"/>
</filled>
</field>
</form>
</vxml>

#JSGF V1.0;
grm: subjects = 
[<desire>]
[<information> {this.subjects=$subject_name}]
[<connector> {this.subjects=$degree}]
<desire> = I want | I would like | I would like | I want | I need
| To know about;
<information> = information about the subject |
information about | the subject;
<subject_name> = Language Processors | Compilers | Computers Basics | Physics for Computer Science | Computer Technology | Statistics | Databases | Operating Systems I | Operating Systems II | Formal Languages and Automata Theory | Requirements Engineering | Computer Networks | Artificial Intelligence | Logic Design | ... ;
<connector> = of the | of | ... ;
<degree> = Computer Science | Biotechnology | Telecommunication | ... ;

Fig. 2. VoiceXML document to prompt the user for the name of a subject (left) and grammar to recognize this specific information (right).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Information provided by the user (names and examples)</th>
<th>Information provided by the system</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Compilers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Degree, in which it is taught in case that there are several subjects with the same name</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group name and optionally type, in case the user asks for information about a specific group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturers</td>
<td>Any combination of name and surnames</td>
<td>John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optionally semester, in case the user asks for the tutoring hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctoral studies</td>
<td>Name of a doctoral program</td>
<td>Software development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration</td>
<td>Name of the deadline</td>
<td>Provisional registration confirmation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of user turns, we defined four concepts related to the different queries that the user can perform to the system (Subject, Lecturers, Doctoral studies, Registration), three task-independent concepts (Affirmation, Negation, and Not-Understood), and eight attributes (Subject-Name, Degree, Group-Name, Subject-Type, Lecturer-Name, Program-Name, Semester and Deadline). An example of the semantic interpretation of a user’s sentence is shown below:

**User turn:**
I want to know information about the subject Language Processors I of Computer Science.

**Semantic representation:**
(Subject)
Subject-Name: Language Processors I
Degree: Computer Science
The labeling of the system turns is similar to the labeling defined for the user turns. A total of 30 task-dependent concepts was defined:

- Task-independent concepts (Affirmation, Negation, Not-Understood, New-Query, Opening, and Closing).
- Concepts used to inform the user about the result of a specific query (Subject, Lecturers, Doctoral-Studies, and Registration).
- Concepts defined to require the user the attributes that are necessary for a specific query (Subject-Name, Degree, Group-Name, Subject-Type, Lecturer-Name, Program-Name, Semester, and Deadline).
- Concepts used for the confirmation of concepts (Confirmation-Subject, Confirmation-Lecturers, Confirmation-DoctoralStudies, Confirmation-Registration) and attributes (Confirmation-SubjectName, Confirmation-Degree, Confirmation-SubjectType, Confirmation-LecturerName, Confirmation-Semester, Confirmation-ProgramName, Confirmation-Deadline, and Confirmation-GroupName).

An example of the semantic interpretation of a system prompt is shown below:

**System turn:**
Do you want to know the name of the lecturer of the Group 1 of Language Processors I?

**Semantic representation:**
(Lecturers)
Group-Name: 1
Subject-Name: Language Processors I

The User Register (UR) defined for the UAH task is a sequence of 12 fields, corresponding to the four concepts (Subject, Lecturers, Doctoral-Studies, and Registration) and eight attributes (Subject-Name, Degree, Group-Name, Subject-Type, Lecturer-Name, Program-Name, Semester, and Deadline) defined for the task. This information is coded as explained at the end of Section 3.1.

To train and evaluate the neural networks for the user simulator designed for the UAH task, we used the April toolkit, developed by the Technical University of Valencia [17]. April is an efficient implementation of the Backpropagation (BP) algorithm to train neural networks with general feedforward topology. In addition, April adds a matrix and a dataset class which allow the straightforward definition and manipulation of huge sets of samples more flexibly than simply enumerating the pairs of inputs and outputs.

In order to successfully use neural networks as classifiers, a number of considerations had to be taken into account, such as the network topology, the training algorithm, and the selection of the parameters of the algorithm. The number of input units in the MLP for the user simulator was set by the size of the parameters introduced in the codification of the last system prompt, the current user register, and the objective defined for the dialog. There was one output unit corresponding to each different user response defined in the corpus. Using April, topology and algorithm parameters (i.e. learning rate and momentum) are estimated with an exhaustive search, using as stop criteria the MSE obtained in each epoch for the validation set. The gradient is computed in incremental mode, this way the weights are updated after each input, also a momentum is added to the backpropagation so that the networks can overcome local minimums.

Different experiments were completed using different network topologies of increasing number of weights: a hidden layer with 2 units, two hidden layers of 2 units each, two hidden layers of 4 and 2 units, a hidden layer with 4 units, etc. Several learning algorithms were also tested: the incremental version of the backpropagation algorithm (with and without momentum term) and the quickprop algorithm. The influence of their parameters such as learning rate or momentum term was also studied. We firstly tested the influence of the topology of the MLP, by training different MLPs of increasing number of weights using the standard backpropagation algorithm (with a sigmoid activation function and a learning rate equal to 0.2), and selecting the best topology according to the mean square error (MSE) of the validation data. The minimum MSE of the validation data was achieved using an MLP of one hidden layer of 32 units. We followed our experimentation with MLPs of this topology, training MLPs with several algorithms: the incremental version of the backpropagation algorithm (with and without momentum term) and the quickprop algorithm. The best result on the validation data was obtained using the MLP trained with the standard backpropagation algorithm and a value of LR equal to 0.3.

5. Experiments

The process that we have employed to evaluate our proposal is summarized in Fig. 3. Firstly, several ex-
experts developed an initial, handcrafted dialog strategy for the UAH system, resembling the behavior of experienced human operators who provide the same information that the system [11]. After implementing this strategy, a corpus of 300 dialogs was collected from spontaneous telephone calls to the system, which contains 1,853 user utterances. Figure 4 shows a sample dialog (S = system, U = user). A conversational agent called CA1 was trained with this corpus.

Secondly, we employed the simulation technique described in Section 3 and generated 100,000 dialogs. The goal was to explore the space of possible dialog states to enable the DM learning dialog strategies that are better than the initial strategy created by the experts. To do so, a set of 33 different scenarios was created for the user simulator, with the same goals as those of the real users in the corpus. To check the evolution in the dialog strategy, we employed a second dialog manager, called CA2, which was trained using the successful simulated dialogs and the corpus collected from the real users.

5-fold cross-validation was used to evaluate CA1 and CA2. The corpus for each conversational agent was randomly split into five folds, each containing 20% of the corpus. The experiments were carried out in five trials, each using as a test set a different fold whereas the remaining folds were used as the training set. A validation subset (20%) was extracted from each training set. We carried out a detailed study of the dialogs obtained with both conversational agents using the set of quantitative evaluation measures proposed in [1], as will be discussed in Section 6.

**Fig. 3. Experimental set-up.**

**Fig. 4. Example of a dialog acquired with real users (translation from Spanish to English).**

**S1:** Welcome to the university information system. You can consult information about subjects, lecturers, doctoral studies and registrations.

**U1:** I want to know information about subjects in Computer Science.

**S2:** Which subject do you want to consult?

**U2:** Language Processors I.

**S3:** Here you can consult the information of the subject. Anything else?

**U3:** Can you inform me about the schedules of Group D?

**S4:** I give the information for the Group D of Language Processors I: Monday 9:00-11:00, Wednesday 11:00-13:00. Anything else?

**U4:** Can you tell me the name of the lecturer?

**S5:** I give the information for the Group D of Language Processors I. The name of the lecturer is David Griol. Anything else?

**U5:** No, thank you.

**S6:** Thank you for using the system.

**Fig. 5 shows an example of a simulated dialog from the acquired corpus with two objectives: to know timetables of a given lecturer and subject, and obtain information about the registration in its specific degree. The confidence scores generated by the error simulator are shown between brackets. Sentences in natural language, that are equivalent to the labeled system and user turns, have been included to clarify the explanation.**
Finally, we evaluated the behavior of UAH with recruited users using the same set of scenarios designed for the user simulation. A total of 600 dialogs were recorded from the interactions of 150 users, 75 users employed CA₁ and 75 users employed CA₂. Additionally, these users were asked to fill in a questionnaire with their opinion about several aspects of the interaction. The results of the objective evaluation using the corpus and the subjective evaluation using the information provided in the questionnaires will be discussed in Section 6.4.

6. Discussion of results

We have considered two dimensions in order to evaluate the initial conversational agent for the UAH task and its evolution once the simulated dialogs are included to learn a new dialog model for the conversational agent: high-level features (dialog success and duration) and dialog style features (speech-act frequency and proportion of goal-directed actions). Using these measures, we tried to evaluate the success of the simulated dialogs as well as its efficiency and variability regarding the different functionalities of the system.

By means of high-level measures in our evaluation, we focus on the success rate and efficiency of the system. We are particularly interested in goal achievement rates and goal completion times. Only the dialogs were considered successful if they fulfill the complete list of objectives that has been previously defined in the corresponding scenario.

Six high-level dialog features have been defined for the evaluation of the dialogs: the average duration of the dialogs in terms of number of turns per dialog, the percentage of different dialogs without considering the attribute values, the number of turns of the most seen dialog, the number of turns of the shortest dialog, and the number of turns of the longest dialog, the percentage of unseen situations (i.e., the dialog situations in terms of dialog states that are present in the test partition but are not present in the corpus used for learning the conversational agent), and the percentage of answers provided by the conversational agent that would cause the failure of the dialog.

For dialog style features, we define and count a set of system/user dialog acts. On the system side, we have measured the confirmation of concepts and attributes, questions to require information, and system answers generated after a database query. On the user side, we have measured the percentage of turns in which the
user carries out a request to the system, provides information, confirms a concept or attribute, the Yes/No answers, and other answers not included in the previous categories. Finally, we have measured the proportion of goal-directed actions (request and provide information) versus the grounding actions (confirmations) and rest of actions.

6.1. High-level dialog features

Table 2 shows the comparison of the different high-level measures defined for the evaluation. It can be observed that when CA2 was used, there was a reduction in the average number of turns and in the number of turns in the longest, shortest and most observed dialogs. These results show that improving the dialog strategy made it possible to reduce the number of necessary system actions to attain the scenario goals.

In addition, the results show a higher variability in the dialogs generated with CA2 as there was a higher percentage of different dialogs and the most observed dialog was less repeated. There was also a slight increment in the mean values of the turn length for the dialogs collected with CA2. These dialogs had 1.7 actions per user turn instead of the 1.3 actions observed for CA1, due to the better selection of the system actions in the improved strategy. Regarding participant activity, the dialogs generated with CA2 had a higher proportion of system actions because they required less confirmations.

The shape of the distributions for the task length of the dialogs (Fig. 6) shows that the CA1 dialogs have the largest standard deviation given that the task length of these dialogs is more disperse. CA2 dialogs have minimum deviation since the successful dialogs are usually those which require the minimum number of turns to achieve the objective(s) predefined for the different scenarios.

6.2. Evolution of the dialog strategy

Figure 7 shows the previously described evolution of the average duration in terms of total dialog turns (duration). It also shows the reduction in the number of responses provided by the conversational agent which cause a failure of the dialog (#error) and the number of unseen situations for which there is not a system response in the dialog model (#unseen). As it can be seen from these results, the CA2 system not only reduces the time required to fulfill each one of the objectives of the dialog, but also it reduces the possibility of selecting an erroneous response.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High-level groups</th>
<th>Dialog features</th>
<th>CA1</th>
<th>CA2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dialog length</td>
<td>Average number of turns</td>
<td>12.9 ± 2.3</td>
<td>9.8 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different dialogs</td>
<td>Percentage of different</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>78.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dialogs (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repetitions of the</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>most observed dialog</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn length</td>
<td>Average number of actions per turn</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant activity</td>
<td>Number of user turns</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of the most observed dialog</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of user turns</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of the shortest dialog</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of user turns</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of the longest dialog</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3. Dialog style and cooperativeness

We were also interested in the frequency of user and system dialog acts, as well as in the proportion of goal-directed dialog acts to request or provide information, versus the grounding dialog acts to confirm data. On the system side, S_request, S_confirm, and S_inform indicate actions through which the system respectively requests, confirms, or provides information. S_other stands for other types of system prompts (e.g., Waiting and Not-Understood dialog acts). On the user side, U_provide, U_query, U_confirm, and U_yesno respectively identify actions by which the user provides, requests, confirms information or gives a yes/no answer, while U_unknown represents all other user actions (e.g., dialog formalities or out of task information). The experimental results are set out in Table 3.

It can be observed that there are significant differences for both dialog models. On the one hand, users
Fig. 7. Evolution of the number of unseen situations, number of errors, and average number of turns.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CA1</th>
<th>CA2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U_Request</td>
<td>31.74</td>
<td>35.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U_Provide</td>
<td>21.72</td>
<td>25.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U_Confirm</td>
<td>10.81</td>
<td>7.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U_Yes/No</td>
<td>34.47</td>
<td>30.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U_Unknown</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_Confirm</td>
<td>17.41</td>
<td>12.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_Request</td>
<td>18.32</td>
<td>17.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_Inform</td>
<td>63.80</td>
<td>69.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S_Other</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

needed to employ less confirmation turns with CA2, which explains the higher proportion of dialog acts to request and provide information. On the other hand, using CA2 there was an increment in the number of system turns providing information to the user, which is consistent with the fact that the task completion rate is higher using this DM.

In addition, we grouped all user and system actions into three categories: “goal directed” (actions to provide or request information), “grounding” (confirmations and negations), and “other”. The results show that the dialogs acquired with CA2 are better as the proportion of goal-directed actions increases (from 63.46% using CA1 to 75.12% using CA2).

6.4. Evaluation with real users

Finally, we have evaluated the behavior of the two conversational agents with real users. A total of 600 dialogs was recorded from the interactions of 150 students and lecturers in our department employing the initial and final conversational agents. An objective and subjective evaluation were carried out. We considered the following measures for the objective evaluation:

1. Dialog success rate. This is the percentage of successfully completed tasks. In each scenario, the user has to obtain one or several items of information, and the dialog success depends on whether the system provides correct data (according to the aims of the scenario) or incorrect data to the user.

2. Average number of turns per dialog (nT).

3. Confirmation rate. It was computed as the ratio between the number of explicit confirmations turns (nCT) and the number of turns in the dialog (nCT/nT).

4. Average number of corrected errors per dialog (nCE). The average of errors detected and corrected by the dialog manager. We have considered only those which modify the values of the attributes and thus could cause the failure of the dialog. The errors are detected using the confidence scores provided by the ASR and NLU modules. Implicit and explicit confirmations are employed to confirm or require again values detected with low reliability.

5. Average number of uncorrected errors per dialog (nNCE). This is the average of errors not corrected by the dialog manager. Again, only errors that modify the values of the attributes are considered.
Table 4
Results of the objective evaluation with real users

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Success</th>
<th>nT</th>
<th>Confirmation</th>
<th>ECR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA1</td>
<td>86.0%</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>0.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA2</td>
<td>93.0%</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>0.98%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5
Results of the subjective evaluation with recruited users

(1 = lowest, 5 = highest)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
<th>Q6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(6) Error correction rate (%ECR). The percentage of corrected errors, computed as nCE/(nCE + nNCE).

The results, presented in Table 4, show that the success rate is above 86% for both dialog models, and that CA2 improved it by 7% absolute. Using CA2, the average number of turn per dialog was reduced from 14.4 to 11.2. These values are slightly higher for both systems than those attained for the simulated users (set out in Table 2). The reason is that in some dialogs the recruited users either provided information that was not mandatory or asked for information that was not specified in the scenarios.

The confirmation and error correction rates were also improved by using CA2 as it required less data from the user, thus reducing the number of ASR errors. A problem occurred when the user input was misrecognized but it had high confidence score, in which case it was forwarded to the conversational agent. However, as the success rate shows, this problem did not have a remarkable impact on system performance.

Secondly, we carried out a subjective evaluation by asking the recruited users to fill in a questionnaire comprised of the following questions: (i) Q1: How well did the system understand you?; (ii) Q2: How well did you understand the system?; (iii) Q3: Was it easy for you to obtain the requested information?; (iv) Q4: Was the interaction with the system quick enough?; (v) Q5: Was it easy to correct system errors?; (vi) Q6: In general, are you satisfied with the performance of the system? The possible answers for each one of the questions were the same: Never/Not at all, Seldom/In some measure, Sometimes/Acceptably, Usually/Well, and Always/Very Well. All the answers were assigned a numeric value between one and five (in the same order as they appear in the questionnaire). Table 5 shows the average results obtained.

It can be observed that using either CA1 or CA2 the users perceived that the system understood them correctly. Moreover, they expressed a similar opinion regarding the easiness for correcting system errors. However, users said that it was easier to obtain the information specified in the scenario using CA2, and that the interaction with the system was more adequate with this dialog manager. Finally, the users were more satisfied with the system employing CA2.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have described a technique for simulating user agents and evaluate conversational agents. Our technique is based on a statistical model which takes the complete history of the interaction into account to decide the next user answer. This decision is modeled by a classification process in which a neural network is used. An additional statistical model has been introduced for errors introduction and confidence measures generation. This way, the conversational agent can also be evaluated by considering different conditions in the communication channel.

Our statistical user simulator provides the user intention level in terms of the semantic representation that would be generated by the ASR and NLU modules in the architecture of a conversational agent. This way, dialogs are automatically labeled during the simulation using the semantics defined for the task. Thus, the proposed user simulation methodology allows the generation of new dialogs with little effort and the adaptation to a new task is also simplified.

We have described the application of our proposal to develop an enhanced academic conversational agent for the UAH task. Different measures have been defined to evaluate high-level dialog features, dialog style features, and different statistics of the acquired dialog corpora. Using these measures, we evaluate the success of the dialogs as well as their efficiency and variability with regard to the different objectives specified in the task.

In our proposal, the simulated dialogs are used to automatically reinforce the dialog model of the conversational agent. The results of the evaluation of the conversational agents developed for the UAH task show that the proposed user simulation methodology can be used not only to evaluate conversational agents but also to explore new enhanced dialog strategies. Carrying out these tasks with a non-automatic approach would
require a very high cost that sometimes is not affordable.

By means of the simulated dialogs, the conversational agent reduces the time needed to complete the dialogs, thereby allowing the conversational agent to tackle new dialog situations and generate new coherent answers for the situations already present in an initial dialog model. This way, the conversational agent reduces the number of system turns for the different kinds of dialogs, and automatically detect different valid paths to achieve each of the required objectives defined for the task.

As a future work, we are adapting the proposed user simulation technique for its application in more difficult domains in our multi-agent architecture. We also want to evaluate the complete MAS architecture with real users and systems offering similar functionalities, extending the described evaluation to measure the influence of the rest of agents in the operation of the developed conversational agent. Finally, we also want to evaluate the influence of taking into account different context information sources to improve the operation of a multiagent system developed following our proposed architecture.
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